The vacuum polarization energy is the leading quantum correction to the energy of a localized field configuration. Spectral methods are an effective means to calculate vacuum polarization energies [1] . When computing these energies for cosmic strings in models similar to the standard model of particle physics, regularization and renormalization requires operations that individually are not manifestly consistent with the isospin symmetry of the model. Formally, i.e., before regularization and renormalization, the vacuum polarization energy is defined via the single particle energies of the quantum fluctuations that interact with a background potential which is generated by the cosmic string. Fortunately, there exists a particular global isospin transformation of the string configuration that leaves the single particle energies invariant. By numerical simulations, it is thus possible to verify that the renormalized vacuum polarization energy computed by spectral methods indeed preserves isospin symmetry. The particular construction even confirms that the spectral methods approach is consistent with local isospin symmetry [2] . These findings strongly support the use of spectral methods to compute vacuum polarization energies. It is then shown that the quantum corrections lead to stabilization of a cosmic string when the parameters of the model are slightly changed from their standard model values. 
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